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ABSTRACT

A fundamental goal of astrobiology is to detect life outside of Earth. This proves to be an exceptional

challenge outside of our solar system, where strong assumptions must be made about how life would

manifest and interact with its planet. Such assumptions are required because of the lack of a consensus

theory of living systems, or an understanding of the possible extent of planetary dynamics. Here we

explore a model of life spreading between planetary systems via panspermia and terraformation. Our

model shows that as life propagates across the galaxy, correlations emerge between planetary charac-

teristics and location, and can function as a population-scale agnostic biosignature. This biosignature

is agnostic because it is independent of strong assumptions about any particular instantiation of life or

planetary characteristic—by focusing on a specific hypothesis of what life may do, rather than what

life may be. By clustering planets based on their observed characteristics, and examining the spatial

extent of these clusters, we demonstrate (and evaluate) a way to prioritize specific planets for further

observation—based on their potential for containing life. We consider obstacles that must be overcome

to practically implement our approach, including identifying specific ways in which better understand-

ing astrophysical and planetary processes would improve our ability to detect life. Finally, we consider

how this model leads us to think in novel ways about hierarchies of life and planetary scale replication.

Keywords: Astrobiology — Life Detection — Agnostic Biosignatures —

Panspermia — Terraformation — Astronomical Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to attribute, with certainty, observable

features of exoplanets to extraterrestrial life (Moore

et al. 2017; Tasker et al. 2017; Green et al. 2021; Cock-

ell 2022; Lenardic et al. 2022, 2023; Smith & Mathis

2023). This is exemplified by the insufficient (and often

ill-defined) working definitions of life that are used to in-

terpret observational data, and by the growing number

∗ hbs@elsi.jp — HBS conceived original project idea, wrote and
ran simulation code, wrote and edited the manuscript, and
contributed to figure generation and data analysis

† lana.sinapayen@gmail.com — LS contributed to the experi-
mental design, analysed the data, produced the figures, and
edited the manuscript.

The code necessary to run the simulations and analyses is avail-
able at https://github.com/hbsmith/SmithSinapayen2024.

of false positives for traditional biosignatures (Cleland

& Chyba 2002; Benner 2010; Cleland 2012; Mix 2015;

Schwieterman et al. 2016; Bich & Green 2018; Harman

& Domagal-Goldman 2018; Schwieterman et al. 2018;

Mariscal & Doolittle 2020; Janin 2021; Vickers et al.

2023).

One way in which the community aims to overcome

the problems with defining life is to develop “agnostic”

biosignatures—detecting signs of life that are not par-

ticular to Earth-life or any other hypothetical instances

of life (Marshall et al. 2021; Smith et al. 2021). Yet,

agnostic biosignature proposals are sometimes built on

restricted concepts of habitability (e.g., requiring rocky,

watery planets), or simple anomaly detection (i.e., with-

out using a working definition of life) (Kinney & Kempes

2022; Cleaves et al. 2023).
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A proposed remedy for the issues surrounding tradi-

tional biosignatures has been to use so-called “statisti-

cal” biosignatures—relying on integrating multiple lines

of evidence to increase confidence in a discovery, or gen-

erating ensembles of data to better constrain the prob-

abilities P (data|abiotic) and P (data|life) (in Bayesian

speak). (Lin & Loeb 2015; Catling et al. 2018; Walker

et al. 2018; Affholder et al. 2021; Bixel & Apai 2021).

However, such statistical biosignatures often rely on as-

sumptions about the prior probability of abiogenesis, or

on the existence of unambiguous biosignatures for sin-

gle planets. These approaches are often trying to solve

more specific issues, like estimating the frequency of

Earth-like life, the frequency of planets originating from

panspermia compared to abiogenesis, or finding evidence

of a specific metabolic process (Lin & Loeb 2015; Walker

et al. 2018; Affholder et al. 2021; Checlair et al. 2021;

Kovacevic 2022).

Here we ask, can we detect the presence of life if we

postulate that life is spreading between and terraforming

planets?1 This is an astrobiological “hinge proposition”

of the kind described by Kinney & Kempes as necessary

to make sure “that the door of astrobiology can turn

properly” under conditions of deep uncertainty (Kinney

& Kempes 2022). It is also somewhat the converse of a

question posed in other panspermia related work: Can

the prevalence of panspermia be constrained when as-

suming we have a way to detect life? (Lin & Loeb 2015;

Balbi & Grimaldi 2020; Grimaldi et al. 2021; Lingam

et al. 2021; Kovacevic 2022).

In fact, our postulates (of terraformation and pansper-

mia) are less peculiar than they might at first seem:

while existing work doesn’t always explicitly refer to

terraformation, it must be assumed—in the sense that

the mere presence of life stable at geological timescales

would create environmental feedback with a planet, and

if that life is to be detectable it must modify a planet’s

observables. Such planetary modification by life is a well

documented phenomena—e.g., the rise of O2 during the

great oxygenation event (Lynas et al. 2021), or the rise

of CO2 from human industrial activity (Olejarz et al.

2021)).

The feasibility of interstellar lithopanspermia (non-

intelligent exchange of material via rocks) has been

discussed at length in other work (see e.g. Carroll-

Nellenback et al. (2019); Grimaldi et al. (2021); Go-

bat (2021); Totani (2023) and references therein). Cru-

cially, it appears plausible, although likelihoods and

1 Here, “life spreading” refers to interstellar panspermia, and “ter-
raforming planets” refers to modifying observable characteristics
of planets.

rates vary considerably depending on assumptions on

timing, amount of material ejected, organismal hardi-

ness, and capture rates, among other features. Argu-

ments have likewise been made for the feasibility of di-

rected interstellar panspermia by intelligent life (Wright

et al. 2014). Ultimately, our postulates of pansper-

mia and terraformation are merely well understood hall-

marks of life (proliferation via replication, and adapta-

tion with bi-directional environmental feedback), esca-

lated to the planetary scale, and executed on an inter-

stellar scale.

We use a simulated model to show that statistical

correlations between the spatial distribution of planets

around different host stars, and their observable charac-

teristics would itself be evidence of life, without the need

for a separate biosignature that could reliably detect

life on any given planet in isolation. The agnosticism

of this biosignature is inseparable from its emergence

at the scale of a population of planets—singleton plan-

etary anomalies might be explained away by unknown

geochemical processes, or targeted simply because they

are anomalous (without a clear hypothesis of why they

should be explained by life). Hypothesizing that life

spreads via panspermia and terraformation allows us to

search for biosignatures while forgoing any strong as-

sumptions about not only the peculiarities of life (e.g.,

its metabolism) and planetary habitability (e.g., requir-

ing surface liquid water) (Gobat 2021), but even the po-

tential breadth of structure and chemical complexity un-

derpinning living systems (Solé & Munteanu 2004; Kim

et al. 2019; Bartlett et al. 2022; Wong et al. 2023).

We first describe our model (Sec. 2.1) and approach

for statistically identifying the presence of terraformed

planets (Sec. 2.2). We show that evolving our model

in time can increase the correlation between planets’

compositions and positions (Sec. 3.1). To identify spe-

cific planets likely to have been terraformed, we cluster

planets by observable characteristics, then select clus-

ters which are spatially localized and cause a decrease

in correlation when removed (Secs. 2.2.3, 2.2.4 ). We

evaluate these clusters by calculating how well they cor-

rectly classify terraformed planets as being terraformed,

and non-terraformed planets as being non-terraformed

(Sec. 3.2). Finally, we discuss how our results might

change due to theoretical and observational constraints,

identify specific ways in which better understanding as-

trophysical and planetary processes could improve life

detection, and speculate on the concept of life at the

scale of populations of planets.

2. METHODS

2.1. Modeling Panspermia and Terraformation
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2.1.1. Summary

We created an agent-based model to simulate life2

spreading between planets orbiting different host stars.

The model is initialized with 1000 planets (1 of which

is terraformed/panspermia-capable), fixed in a frame of

reference, and uniformly randomly distributed in a con-

tinuous 3D volume. All planets are assumed to be in dif-

ferent star systems (i.e., we assume one planet per star).

“Planets” have compositions representing the observable

characteristics of the planet, and “life” agents have com-

positions representing the observable characteristics of

the planet which the life originates from. During simu-

lation, terraformed planets 3 emit life towards a target

non-terraformed planet at a constant velocity 4. The

target planets are selected based on proximity in po-

sition and in composition (see Sec. 2.1.4). When life

arrives at a planet, the planet’s composition is modi-

fied (terraformed) based on both the initial composition

of the planet and the composition of the incoming life.

Life originating from that terraformed planet will then

reflect its new composition. We assume that the time re-

quired for terraformation is negligible compared to the

time required to travel between planets. Terraformed

planets emit life at a fixed rate, provided suitable target

planets exist (see Sec. 2.1.4). The simulation ends when

all planets are terraformed, or no suitable target planets

remain (Fig. 1B).

2.1.2. Compositions and Terraformation

Both “life” and “planets” have compositions repre-

sented by vectors of 10 real numbers (each element

∈ [0, 1]). In our model, these compositions are abstrac-

tions, used as a means to compare the compatibility of

any given life and planet. While we might in the ab-

stract think of one vector representing the observable
characteristics of a planet, this same vector would not

represent the same observable characteristics of life com-

patible with that planet. For life, it instead represents

the kind of planetary observable characteristics which

are compatible with that life. For example, perhaps a

planet’s composition vector V corresponds to an atmo-

2 In this work, we use life specifically to refer to an agent (used
strictly in the “entity” sense of the word agent) traveling from
a parent terraformed planet to a target non-terraformed planet,
and whose arrival at the target planet triggers terraformation.

3 We specifically avoid saying living planets, because our method-
ology cannot distinguish between living planets incapable of
panspermia and non-living planets.

4 This approach is most similar to directed panspermia by intelli-
gent life, but could also be envisioned as undirected lithopansper-
mia, where we refrain from burdening the simulations with agents
that won’t ever be able to interact with planets under the rules
of our model.

sphere composed of 95% CO2 and 5% N2. The same

composition vector V in the context of life is used to

refer to a kind of life which could be compatible with

a planet with an atmospheric composition of 95% CO2

and 5% N2. This does not mean that life on such a

planet is literally composed of 95% CO2 and 5% N2.

This captures the idea that if a life and a planet have

identical composition vectors, then that life will surely

be able to terraform the planet5. Correspondingly, a

life’s composition is identical to the planet from which it

emits. Depending on the simulation parameters, initial

compositions of each planet are randomly drawn from

a uniform distribution. This is a loose approximation

of the unknowns surrounding the distribution of diver-

sity of planets between planetary systems (Tasker et al.

2020; Pacetti et al. 2022).

Planet compositions are modified by the process of ter-

raformation, where a mixing function determines how

[0.3, 0.0, 0.6, 0.5, 0.8, 0.5, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9, 0.9]
Parent planet composition

[0.2, 0.9, 0.7, 0.1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.6, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8]
Target planet composition (pre-terraformation)

Target planet composition (post-terraformation, 10% Retained planetary composition)
[0.3, 0.0, 0.6, 0.5, 0.3, 0.5, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9, 0.9]

composition 
values have 
range = [0,1] 

 

Position threshold   
Most similar composition

mincomp(P ≤ Rpos)
→

A. Target Planet  
Selection

1 Origin of life 
 t → t∞

B. Effect of Complete  
Terraformation

C. Terraformation Function

Figure 1. Target planet selection and terraformation. A.
The objective function, used for determining the destination
of life from a terraformed “parent” planet. Candidate des-
tinations are first constrained by a maximum positional dis-
tance threshold; among these candidates, the planet closest
in composition to the parent planet is chosen as the target.
B. Simulations are initialized with 1 origin of life, causing
the initial distribution of planet compositions (seen in A)
to become correlated. C. An example of how we determine
target planet composition when retaining 10% of the pre-
terraformed planet composition. Note that while our simu-
lations use a 3D space, the concept figure shows only show
a 2D space for clarity.

5 This is an extreme example where technically life wouldn’t even
need to terraform the planet, because it implies that the planet’s
observable characteristics already perfectly match the planet
from where the life originated.
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to generate the terraformed composition based on the

non-terraformed planet composition and the incoming

life’s composition. We apply a mixing function inspired

by horizontal gene transfer, but other mixing functions

could also be used. The most important feature we

aim to capture is the bi-directional feedback between

the terraforming life, and the terraformed planet—such

that future life emitted from the terraformed planet will

inherit the post-terraformation characteristics of that

planet. We keep n = 1 randomly chosen element from

the planet’s pre-terraformed composition, and the rest

of the terraformed composition is inherited from the ter-

raforming life (Fig. 1C).

2.1.3. Model Stepping

Each step of the model increments the time by dt =

10. Time units are arbitrary, and only impact the dis-

tance that life travels in a step, dt∗vlife. Here, vlife = 0.2,

and emit rate = 0.01, meaning that for every 10 model

steps, a planet can emit 1 new life, and existing life can

travel 20 units.

2.1.4. Target Planet Selection

The destination selection aims to balance the need of

identifying a target planet that is both compositionally

similar, and physically near, the parent planet. This is

based on the assumption that life directing panspermia

would want to minimize travel time and terraformation

energy costs. In the context of lithopanspermia, this

could be interpreted as an assumption that beyond a

certain positional distance capture becomes vanishingly

unlikely, and beyond a certain compositional distance

compatibility becomes vanishingly unlikely.

The algorithm we used for determining a life’s tar-

get planet has a positional distance threshold, Rpos.

Among all non-terraformed planets, P , under that posi-

tional distance threshold from the life’s origin planet,

it selects the planet nearest in compositional space,

mincomp(P ≤ Rpos). Here, P ≤ Rpos, is shorthand

for all non-terraformed planets within Rpos of life’s

origin planet, and mincomp(P ) is the planet at mini-

mum compositional distance to the life’s origin planet

(Fig. 1A). The distances calculated are Euclidean. A

range of positional thresholds, Rpos, corresponding to

≈ 5%, 11%, 29%, and 100% of the maximum distance

possible between any two points in space were chosen

for mincomp(P ≤ Rpos) in order to span the transition

between a model where terraformation of every planet

is impossible and every planet is possible, based on the

average distance between planets.

2.2. Identifying the Presence of Terraformed Planets

2.2.1. Summary

We hypothesize that the process of panspermia and

terraformation in our model will lead to a population

of planets with anomalously high positive correlations

between their spatial locations and compositions, com-

pared to random permutations of these planets’ compo-

sitions. We quantify this using the Mantel test—a sta-

tistical test common in ecological science (Sec. 2.2.2).

By clustering on the planet compositions, we can begin

to pin down clusters of planets driving these correlations

(Sec. 2.2.3). From these initial clusters, we select those

localized in space (via their interquartile range, IQR),

because we hypothesize that life would not only change

the distribution of planetary compositions, but would

also do so in a relatively compact portion of the galaxy.

We further select clusters which, when removed, cause

a decrease in the Mantel coefficient of the residual space

of planets (Sec. 2.2.4). Finally, we attempt to evalu-

ate how well our clusters reflect the presence of truly

terraformed planets (Sec. 2.2.5).

2.2.2. Mantel Test

The Mantel test is a measure of correlation between

two distance matrices. The resulting value is called the

Mantel coefficient, and is reported alongside a p-value

calculated from an approximate permutation test (in-

dicating the proportion of randomly permuted distance

matrices which have correlations greater or equal to the

correlation between the non-permuted distance matri-

ces). Simply put, the p-value indicates how unlikely this

correlation is compared to random permutations of the

data. We wrote the Mantel test in Julia, with the algo-

rithm and code adapted from Python’s scikit-bio (The

scikit-bio development team 2020; Rideout et al. 2023).

Here we used the Mantel test to measure the Pearson

correlation between a distance matrix of all planet posi-

tions, and a distance matrix of all planet compositions.

For each Mantel coefficient calculation, the p-value was

generated using 99 permutations with a 2-sided alter-

native hypothesis. This is approximately equal to 2.5σ

confidence. Because the p-value quantifies how anoma-

lous an observed composition/position association is,

given the assumptions of the model that correlations

should only occur from panspermia and terraformation,

we treat the p-value as one measure of confidence in the

space containing a biosignature. To get an idea of how

sensitive the Mantel coefficient corresponding to a 2.5σ

detection is, we plotted how it varies based on num-

ber of planets observed (Fig. A3). We find that the

sensitivity of the Mantel coefficient to number of plan-

ets observed decreases exponentially, and 1000 planets

seems like a reasonable choice to reflect the balance of
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the challenge of realistically observing planets, with the

need for those planets to exhibit potentially small corre-

lations in composition-position space. The exact shape

of this plot will vary by model parameters, but is es-

pecially dependent on the distribution of planet com-

positions and positions (e.g., planets being evenly dis-

tributed in composition or position space, vs. extremely

heterogeneous).

2.2.3. Clustering

We clustered planets in each iteration of the simu-

lation based only on their compositions, using the DB-

SCAN algorithm implemented in R (Hahsler et al. 2019).

Briefly, compared to other clustering algorithms, DB-

SCAN does not require the number of clusters to be

predefined, can identify clusters of varying shapes and

sizes based on the density of data points in the feature

space, and separates points as belonging to clusters or

noise. Arguments were chosen based on advice in the

documentation, with minPts = 11 (the dimensionality

of the data + 1), and eps was chosen dynamically at

each iteration based on the location of the elbow in

the k-nearest neighbor distance plot. Because the lo-

cation of the elbow is not always obvious, we used the

R implementation of the Kneedle algorithm (Satopaa

et al. 2011), with sensitivity parameter = 1, em-

pirically determined based on visual examination of the

elbow placement on the nearest neighbor curves (Fig.

A4). Note that the sensitivity should be adjusted to the

specific data being analyzed, and in our case the data

changes at each time step. This results in the Kneedle

sensitivity being appropriate for only part of the time

steps in our simulation. We chose to focus on the early

steps of the simulation, but the sensitivity should be ad-

justed if finding the curves’ elbows in later time steps.

DBSCAN classifies each point (planet) as either being

part of a particular cluster, or noise (meaning it does

not meet the criteria to fall into a cluster based on our

chosen arguments).

2.2.4. Selecting clusters

We first sought to select clusters for their likelihood

of containing terraformed planets, without the aid of

ground truth labels (i.e., without using our knowledge

of which planets were truly terraformed in the model).

We selected them by measuring their spatial spread, and

by analyzing how the Mantel coefficient of the residual

space of planets changes when removing clusters of plan-

ets.

We created a threshold for the spatial spread of the

planets in the clusters by taking the average of the in-

terquartile range (IQR, where the middle 50% of planets

fall) of all planets across each of the x, y, z dimensions,

(IQRx+IQRy+IQRz)
3 , within the spatial extent of a cube

with sides of length 1/2 the size of the model space (i.e.,

with a volume = 1/8 the model space). For the simu-

lation analyzed in this paper, IQR = 25.2. Thus, any

cluster with IQR ≤ 25.2 meets our threshold for being

spatially localized6.

On top of this spatial IQR threshold, we imposed

a second condition for selecting clusters: their impact

on the full model space’s Mantel coefficient when re-

moved. We call the Mantel coefficient of the remaining

space the residual mantel coefficient (Mresidual). We

quantify the impact of a cluster’s removal relative to

the original space’s mantel coefficient (Moriginal), and

call this the Mantel contribution (MC), where MC =
Moriginal−Mresidual

Moriginal
. Our logic being that if Mresidual

decreases with the exclusion of a subset of planets, those

planets are likely a significant driver behind Moriginal,

and thus would be favorable clusters for containing ter-

raformed planets. We select any cluster with MC ≥ 0

as meeting our MC threshold.

2.2.5. Evaluating clustering

We evaluated selected clusters meeting our criteria

(IQR ≤ 25.2 ∧ MC ≥ 0) for how well they identified

terraformed/non-terraformed planets, based on the true

labels of each planet throughout our simulation.

At each iteration, for each selected cluster, we cal-

culated the ratio of planets in the cluster which were

terraformed (true positives, TP) and non-terraformed

(false positives, FP), as well as the ratio of planets

outside the cluster which were non-terraformed (true

negatives, TN) and terraformed (false negatives, FN)

(Fig. A13). For example, if 100 of 1000 planets are ter-

raformed, and a single selected cluster is identified with

80 planets, only 75 of which are terraformed, then the
ratios for each metric in this cluster are: TP = 75/80,

FP = 5/80, TN = 895/920, FN = 25/920.

To simplify how this information is conveyed, we re-

port the summary statistics of sensitivity, specificity,

and accuracy.

• Sensitivity is the proportion of all terraformed

planets correctly selected by the cluster,

TP/(TP+FN). This is 75/(75 + 25) in our ex-

ample.

6 Though the extent we chose for an IQR threshold is arbitrary, it
reflects the relative size of our model space and the presumption
that looking for life that is still relatively spatially localized is
of greater interest than looking for life which has already spread
over the galaxy (the latter implying there might be other easier
ways to look for life). This choice, like others, could be modified
depending on other assumptions or objectives.
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• Specificity is the proportion of all non-terraformed

planets correctly not selected by the cluster,

TN/(TN+FP). This is 895/(895 + 5) in our ex-

ample.

• Accuracy is the proportion of all planets correctly

classified, TP+TN/(TP+FP+TN+FN). This is

(75 + 895)/1000 in our example.

We believe a reliable biosignature must minimize false

positives (i.e., must not misclassify non-terraformed

planets), even at the expense of producing false nega-

tives (i.e., missing terraformed planets). We thus con-

sider our evaluation to be successful in validating our

approach if specificity is high, even if sensitivity is low.

2.3. Software and Availability

The code necessary to run the simulations and anal-

yses is available on Github at https://github.com/

hbsmith/SmithSinapayen2024. Simulations were built

in Julia, and analyses were carried out in Julia, Python,

and R.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Panspermia can increase the correlation between

planets’ compositions and positions

We find that panspermia causes uncorrelated planets

to become positively correlated in position-composition

distance space, as quantified by the Mantel test (see

Methods. 2.2.2).

We initialized a simulation with the intention of mak-

ing terraformation easy and reliable, in order to check if

a positive Mantel correlation coefficient was observable

in a “best case” scenario. The simulation begins with a

single terraformed planet, targets the most composition-

ally similar planet within Rpos ≤ 20 (≈ 11% of the max-

imum possible distance between planets in our model),

and with terraformation keeping 1 of the 10 composi-

tional elements from the pre-terraformed planet. This

means that over time, all planets in the simulation ac-

quire similar, but not identical compositions. We found

that the Mantel coefficient indeed increased as the ra-

tio of terraformed planets increased, until reaching a

peak around a terraformed ratio of ≈ 0.75, and then de-

creased (Fig. 2, black). Because the Mantel coefficient is

measuring the correlation between positional and com-

positional distance matrices of planets, this correlation

will decrease if either distance matrix becomes too ho-

mogeneous. This is exactly what begins to happen with

the compositional distance matrix, with the decline es-

pecially pronounced if there is perfect replication (see

Appendix Fig. A1, and Appendix Sec. A for a discus-

sion on the effect of varying simulation parameters).
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Figure 2. Mantel coefficient and p-value as a function
of the ratio of planets terraformed. The earliest we observe
a p-value ≤ 0.01 is at a terraformed ratio ≈ 7% (here, 70
planets).

While the increase in Mantel correlation coefficient we

can observe is striking, what we are really interested

in is how anomalous the observed correlations in posi-

tion/composition space are, and not the absolute value

of them. That is, we expect life spreading via pansper-

mia and terraformation to cause not just positive mantel

correlation coefficients, but anomalously high ones com-

pared to other possible permutations of the data. As

seen in Fig. 2 (in red), the p-value of our Mantel test

indeed decreases as planets become terraformed, and af-

ter ≈ 8% of planets are terraformed, p ≤ 0.01 (which is

the maximal precision we can reach with 99 permuta-

tions).

Based on our postulates, this indicates that the Man-

tel test—and more specifically its p-value (which re-

mains low even after the coefficient decreases)—can

identify the presence of panspermia and terraformation,

provided there are enough planets in our observed pop-

ulation terraformed. When we investigated how sensi-

tive the mantel coefficient is to number of planets ob-

served (independent of the number terraformed), we find

that the value of the mantel coefficient corresponding to

a similarly confident 2.5σ detection increases exponen-

tially with fewer planets observed (i.e., to reach the same

confidence with fewer observations, we need a higher

Mantel coefficient. See Fig. A3).

But even if we live at a point in time where there

actually are ≥ 10% of planets terraformed, this does not

answer the question of which planets observed within

our population might host life. Identifying such planets

would be important for determining targets for follow up

https://github.com/hbsmith/SmithSinapayen2024
https://github.com/hbsmith/SmithSinapayen2024
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detailed observations, in the event that the methodology

adhered to with these model results could be carried out

with a simpler set of observational data.

3.2. Likely terraformed planets can be identified from

clustering

We next attempted to select planets with high poten-

tial for having undergone terraformation. Based on the

idea that terraformed planets are likely to have simi-

lar compositions, we start by clustering planets based

on only their compositions, at each simulation itera-

tion (see Methods 2.2.3). The key question is—of the

clusters identified, which ones likely contain terraformed

planets? To address this, we selected clusters (without

using the ground truth labels of which planets were ter-

raformed) by looking at the effect they have, when re-

moved, on the residual space’s Mantel coefficient (Man-

tel contribution > 0; Fig. 3). We further selected clus-

ters based on their planets’ spatial localization (IQR ≤
25.2; Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. Mantel contribution as a cluster selection crite-
rion. Clusters with a Mantel contribution > 0 (black) meet
this selection criterion, indicating that their removal is a
detriment to the residual space’s Mantel coefficient (causing
it to decrease). Clusters with a negative Mantel contribution
shown in grey. The inset shows the full range of negative val-
ues in all clusters.

With both of these selection criteria applied, we detect

a total of 247 clusters across all terraformed ratios—the

earliest first appearing at a terraformed ratio of 0.04

(Figs. 5, 6). Selected clusters range in size depending

on the terraformed ratio, with 1-3 clusters appearing at

most simulation iterations between terraformed ratios

of 0.04 to 1. Additionally, we find that the Mantel p-

value of detected clusters, measured in isolation, is low
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Figure 4. Selection criteria used on clusters of planets.
Spatial localization of clusters of planets is shown on the y-
axis, as measured by the Interquartile Range (IQR) of each
cluster. Horizontal dashed line (at IQR = 25.2) denotes the
threshold used, below which we selected clusters for being
spatially localized. This corresponds to approximately the
average IQR of planets in a cube the size of 1/8 the model
space. Color bar shows the Mantel Contribution (MC) of
clusters, with a high MC indicating a cluster as being im-
portant for raising the full space’s Mantel coefficient.

(Fig. A5). Changing the parameters used in clustering,

or the thresholds used for IQR and MC could identify

planet clusters either earlier (by increasing sensitivity)

or later (by increasing the IQR threshold).

After selecting clusters, we evaluate if they actu-

ally contain terraformed planets (Figs. 7, 8). We

find that across the full range of terraformed ratios,

they have extremely high specificity—close to 1.0—cor-

rectly rejecting non-terraformed planets as being non-

terraformed. On the other hand, detected cluster sen-

sitivity—a measure of correctly detecting terraformed

planets as being terraformed—ranges from 1.0, down to

near 0.0. Perhaps surprisingly, but encouragingly, the

highest sensitivity clusters appear when fewer planets

are terraformed. This is could be explained by the fact

that throughout the simulation clusters remain small (in

terms of number of planets), and the rest of the planets

often get classified as noise (this being due to the sensi-

tivity to elbow selection). As a consequence of decreas-

ing sensitivity, accuracy—the proportion of all planets

correctly classified—also decreases.

When we raise the MC threshold used for cluster selec-

tion (to 0.25 or 0.5), we find that each of these summary

statistics improves, reflecting the fact that the more the

MC threshold is raised, the more data is excluded from

higher terraformed ratios, meaning that the bulk of the
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Figure 5. The earliest detected cluster in our simulation,
at a terraformed ratio of 0.04. This is a projection of 3D
planet locations in the 2D X-Y plane, and the earliest time
step where we detect a cluster of planets meeting our selec-
tion criteria. True terraformed planets (n = 40) have blue
fill, while planets detected by our selection method (n = 19)
have a red outline.
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Figure 6. PCA of planetary compositions at a terraformed
ratio of 0.04, the earliest time step where we detect selected
clusters (red). PCA is used here only for displaying 10 com-
positional dimensions on a 2D page, and was not used for
clustering.

data remaining is from early clusters with high sensitiv-

ity and high accuracy (Figs. 7, 8).

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We showed how a positive Mantel correlation co-

efficient with a low p-value can be used to identify

when a region of space contains life, under the postu-

lates that life can spread between planetary systems

and terraform planets. Going beyond (or below) a

population-scale biosignature, we demonstrated how to

select, from a population of planets, clusters which have

high-likelihood to contain terraformed planets. More

importantly, these selected clusters have a low-likelihood

to contain non-terraformed planets. This is increasingly

important as the field of astrobiology reconciles with

unavoidable false positives for more traditional biosig-

natures.

We assumed that the background non-terraformed

distribution of planetary compositions is uncorrelated

and drawn from a flat random distribution of compo-

sitions (a reasonable prior given the high sensitivity

of planet formation to initial conditions of the plane-

tary disk; (Tasker et al. 2020; Pacetti et al. 2022)). In

the event that underlying abiotic planets are correlated

in position and composition space (perhaps from some

undiscovered astrophysical phenomena), then the value

of the Mantel correlation coefficient considered to be a

statistically significant biosignature would have to in-

crease. It’s possible that if the underlying coefficient of

non-terraformed planets were too high, the spread of life

would actually increase the Mantel p-value, even early

in the simulation. If planetary compositions are actu-

ally clustered around a few characteristic planet types,

we could represent the initial non-terraformed planets as

being drawn from a distribution punctuated with narrow

Gaussians in composition space, and the results might

be different yet. Our results underscore the importance

of better understanding the baseline abiotic diversity

of planetary populations, including better constraining

which features of planet formation best predict plane-

tary characteristics over time. Our model demonstrates

that such information could be used to aid life detection

in the absence of making progress on a theory of living

systems.

Our approach here also provides an alternative to spe-

cific chemical biosignatures at the level of planets, show-

ing the promise of detecting anomalous features at the

population-scale. Critically, these anomalous features

can be explained by a model with simple hypotheses

about what life does, rather than what life is, and is ag-

nostic to our ignorance of living systems as they might

exist outside of Earth.

This is only an introduction to the kinds of questions

which could be investigated with this technique. The

basic idea of taking key features of life, and understand-

ing how they might manifest on the scale of planets leads

us to imagine properties of life that may manifest across

scales, like “planetary phylogenies”—that is, heredities

and lineages of planets—and how they could shed light
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Figure 7. Summary evaluation metrics of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for our selected clusters, as a function of
terraformed ratio. Color gradient corresponds to subsets of the data meeting MC selection thresholds of 0, 0.25, and 0.5.
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Figure 8. Summary evaluation metrics of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for our selected clusters, grouped by MC
threshold. From left to right, boxes within plots correspond to raising the MC threshold used for selection (left: MC= 0,
middle: MC=0.25, right: MC=0.5).

on better understanding living systems generally. Such

hypothetical characteristics of planets (and life) could

be investigated with our of model.

Perhaps one of the biggest limitations in our model is

assuming we can reliably map observable characteristics

of a planet to something as comprehensible and mal-

leable as a vector of real numbers. For example, how

the chemistry of the atmosphere, biosphere, geosphere,

etc. could be reflected via the atmosphere of a planet,

and what the mappings are from observed atmospheric

properties (the planet’s “phenotype”) to the underlying

chemistries that put constraints on the compatibility of

planets (the planet’s “genotype”), and the kinds of life

which can emerge on or coexist with a planet. This

would further strengthen the realism of our agnostic ap-

proach with minimal assumptions, and in future work

we would like to explore these ideas more.

While we only walk through a simulation under a sin-

gle set of parameters here, our goal was to identify a best

possible case scenario for applying a technique where we

assume life should be able to drive correlations in plan-

etary position-composition space based on hallmarks of

life like proliferation and environmental bi-directional

feedback. Our model results show promise that life

could be detected at the scale of a population of plan-

ets, using information from only ≈ 1000 (perhaps fewer)
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planetary atmospheres, even in the absence of any infor-

mation about what kinds of planetary environments are

most suitable to life, or without knowing anything about

the origins of life, or the peculiarities of life’s metabolic

outputs. We showed how our distributed biosignature

can be further refined to detect specific clusters of ter-

raformed planets in this space, even when they only

comprise a few percent of all planets. Again, this ap-

proach does not require an independent way to “detect”

life, like a smoking gun biosignature atmospheric gas.

Instead this approach depends on two key assumptions

about what life can do, and derives observable conse-

quences directly from them, providing a statistical ap-

proach which can be refined by astronomical surveys,

and therein lies its biggest promise.
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APPENDIX

A. APPENDIX

A.1. The mantel coefficient does not strictly increase

with the proliferation of life

We investigated how changing the parameters of our

model influenced the Mantel coefficient as a function of

the ratio of terraformed planets. We find a few charac-

teristic shapes of curves observed: flat, increasing then

decreasing, and mostly increasing.

A.1.1. Additional Parameters

Mutation. Depending on the scenario, we include

either a 0% or 10% chance of mutation for each element

of the planet’s new composition, meaning that in the

10% scenario, with our length 10 composition vector,

on average, 1 of the 10 elements is mutated during each

terraformation event. Mutated elements are chosen from

a continuous uniform random distribution of [0, 1], just

like the initial compositions were chosen. Mutation is

meant to represent the change in the kind of planetary

observable characteristics which are compatible with life

as life evolves over time.

Number of origins of life (OoL). Simulations are

initialized with either 1 or 10 OoL (Fig. A2).

Compositions inherited from pre-terraformed

planet. We vary the number of elements that the post-

terraformed planet inherits from the pre-terraformed

planet, n ∈ [0, 1, 2, 5], with the rest of the composition

inherited from the incoming life.

A.1.2. Flat curve

Because all simulations are initialized with planets

of random compositions, the Mantel coefficient is ini-

tially 0. A flat curve shape indicates that the spread of

life does not cause a significant increase to the mantel

coefficient (Fig. A1). In simulations targeting the most

compositionally similar planets within a positional dis-

tance cutoff, mincomp(P ≤ Rpos), flat curves occur when

the distance cutoff is low enough that the terraformed

planets run out of new target terraformation candidates

(Fig. A1A bottom-most row, orange box). Flat shapes

also occur in scenarios where terraformation maintains

at least half of a target planet’s composition (Fig. A1B,

rightmost column, orange box).

A.1.3. Increasing then decreasing curve

When simulations are initialized with a single OoL,

the progression of planet terraformation over time leads

to an increasing then decreasing shaped Mantel coef-

ficient curve, where the Mantel coefficient peaks after

some of the planets have been terraformed, and then

decreases afterwards (Fig. A1, data in green). Because

the Mantel coefficient is measuring the correlation be-

tween positional and compositional distance matrices of

planets, this correlation will decrease if either distance

matrix becomes too homogeneous. With a single OoL,

this is exactly what begins to happen with the composi-

tional distance matrix, with the decline especially pro-

nounced in the scenario with perfect replication (Fig.

A1B, green box).

A.1.4. Mostly increasing curve

The simulations reaching the highest Mantel coeffi-

cient are observed when the Mantel coefficient steadily

increases as the ratio of terraformed planets increases,

peaking near a ratio of 1 (Fig. A1 data in yellow). This

occurs for simulations when the incoming life overwrites

most of the terraformed planet’s original composition

(Fig. A1A, yellow box), and especially when having

10 OoL. In mincomp(P ≤ Rpos) simulations, they occur

when the distance cutoff is small enough that the simula-

tion doesn’t end before all planets become terraformed,

and enable a maximum Mantel coefficient to occur at

the point when all planets have been terraformed (Fig.

A1 B, yellow box). The parameters that lead to this

behavior appear to be a “tipping point”, where the dis-

tance range for panspermia is just barely large enough to

allow the simulation to proceed until all planets become

terraformed.
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A B

C

D E

F

Figure A1. The impact of model parameter changes on the Mantel coefficient. Examples corresponding to “flat” (orange),
“increasing than decreasing” (green), and “mostly increasing” (yellow). A and B show heatmaps for the maximum Mantel
coefficient reached when varying the the amount of planetary composition retained by the terraformed planet after terraformation
(x-axis), and varying the maximum allowed distance for planet target selection (y-axis), for scenarios with 1 OoL (A), and 10
OoL (B). C. The Mantel coefficient across different scenarios as a function of the terraformed planet ratio (x-axis).

Effect of Complete Terraformation

1 Origin of life 
 t → t∞

10 Origins of life 
  t → t∞

Figure A2. Effect of complete terraformation, de-
pendent on number of OoL. Simulations are initialized
with either 1 or 10 origins of life, leading to different dynam-
ics of compositional evolution.

Figure A3. A sensitivity analysis of the Mantel coefficient
corresponding to a 2.5σ and 5σ anomaly, as a function of the
number of planets observed. Positions and compositions of
planets are chosen as in our model (See Methods Sec. 2) We
find that the sensitivity of the Mantel coefficient to number of
planets decreases exponentially, and 1000 planets seems like
a reasonable choice to reflect the balance of the challenge of
realistically observing planets, with the need for those plan-
ets to exhibit potentially small correlations in composition-
position space. The exact shape of this plot will vary by
model parameters, but is especially dependent on the dis-
tribution of planet compositions and positions (e.g., planets
being evenly distributed in composition or position space, vs.
extremely heterogeneous; not shown)
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Figure A4. Elbow detection using the Kneedle algorithm
for t=105 (left) and t = 205 (right) with different values
of the sensitivity parameter. The elbow value has a huge
influence on the quality of clustering. The curves on the right
can be argued to have 3 elbows; 1 steep convex elbow, 1 soft
convex elbow, and 1 concave elbow. We are interested in the
steepest convex elbow, and therefore choose a sensitivity = 1
in this paper.
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Figure A5. Mantel coefficient of each of the clusters as
a function of the ratio of terraformed planets in the whole
space. In grey are the clusters labeled as “noise” by the
DBSCAN algorithm. The vertical dashed line represents the
earliest detection of a cluster of terraformed planets using
our proposed approach. The solid curve is the Mantel of the
total space.
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Figure A6. P-value of the Mantel coefficient of each of the
clusters as a function of the ratio of terraformed planets in
the whole space. In grey are the clusters labeled as “noise” by
the DBSCAN algorithm. The vertical dashed line represents
the earliest detection of a cluster of terraformed planets using
our proposed approach. The solid curve is the p-value of the
Mantel coefficient of the total space.
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Figure A7. Number of false positives in each cluster as a
function of the cluster’s own Mantel coefficient. While the
curve has a fascinating shape, we can see that there is no
easy correlation.
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Figure A8. Number of false positives in each cluster as
a function of the cluster’s p-value for its Mantel coefficient.
We can see that there is no simple correlation.
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Figure A9. Number of false positives in each cluster as a
function of the cluster’s IQR.
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Figure A10. Number of false positives in each cluster as
a function of the MC. There is a clear divide between the
negative and positive MC.
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Figure A11. Number of false positives in each cluster as a
function of the residual Mantel coefficient. We can see that
there is no simple correlation.
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Figure A12. Number of false positives in each cluster as a
function of the residual p-value. We can see that there is no
simple correlation.
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Figure A13. Ratios of true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives when changing the MC threshold in
our selection critera. These results are for clusters below our IQR threshold of 25.2.
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